ROSEMAN UNIVERSITY OF HEALTH SCIENCES

Celebrate your Achievements!
Graduation products and accessories by Herff Jones

A. Traditional Personalized Graduation Announcements
Announce your accomplishment to family and friends with personalized graduation announcements. Specifically designed for your commencement ceremony, they arrive personalized with your name and degree. Each announcement comes with an announcement closure seal to securely seal before inserting into envelopes (double envelopes included).

B. Keepsake Announcement Cover
Enhance and preserve your graduation announcement in an attractive Keepsake Announcement Cover.

C. Custom Envelope Seals
Foil applique for sealing announcement envelopes, thank you, and personal notes.

D. Custom Thank You Notes
Featuring a foil university seal, this is the perfect way to acknowledge those who remembered this important accomplishment (envelopes included).

E. Roseman University Ring Collection
Be a part of the Roseman tradition. An official college ring is your way to show the world how proud you are to be a Roseman University graduate. This circle of gold can connect you forever to wonderful memories, an incredibly special place, and the time when you realized your own greatness.

Women’s and Men’s Roseman University of Health Sciences ring collection is available to order online.

Order online at:
www.hjgrad.com